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Abstract: Robustness of designs eliminating heterogeneity in two directions to outliers is studied. The important class of 
variance balanced row-column designs which satisfy the property of adjusted orthogonality are shown to be robust. Some 
general three-way balanced designs with balanced column vs row classification are also shown to be robust. 
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1. Introduction 
Box and Draper (1975) studied robustness of response surface designs to outliers. For the full rank 
linear model E(Y)= Aft, D(Y)= cr2I, they showed that for the predicted response at any point to be 
insensitive to the outlier, r = Y~r2u should be minimized, where r~u is the uth diagonal element of the 
matrix B = X(X 'X) -1X .  Gopalan and Dey (1976) extended their criterion to other experimental designs, 
and studied the robustness of some important classes of block designs. They pointed out that where the 
model is not of full rank, all the diagonal elements of X(X 'X) -X  should be equal for the robustness of 
designs. Here (X 'X) -  denotes a generalized inverse of X'X .  
The purpose of this paper is to study the robustness of row-colunm designs. In the class of variance 
balanced designs with orthogonal row-column classification, it is shown that designs which satisfy the 
property of adjusted orthogonality of Eccleston and Russel (1975, 1977) are robust. Robustness of variance 
balanced esigns with non-orthogonal variance balanced column vs row classification is also considered. A 
new class of such designs which are robust is also given. 
2. Model and the variance of the predicted response 
We consider the usual additive model for row-colunm designs which may be written as, 
Y~ II = tz + Pi + Y, + ~) + cut 
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where ~ is the general mean, O,, 3'j and ~r I are thc effects of the ith row, j th  column and lth treatment 
respectively, and eiA are independent random errors with E(e~l) = 0 and E(e]jl) = a 2. In matrix notation 
the above model will be written as Y = Xfi + e. 
Let S = X(X 'X) -X  and let s, be its ith diagonal element. As mentioned above, an experimental design 
will be robust if all s~ are equal. Observe that the dispersion matrix of the predicted response f~ = X/~ is 
given by 
z)(% = x(x 'x )  x . ' -  = so  ~ 
The condition of robustness that all diagonal elements of S be equal, therefore amounts to the equality of 
the variances of the predicted responses ~z =/~ + ~3~ + -~e + ~t- Thus a row-column design will be robust if 
and only if Var(l~,jt) is constant independent of i, j and I. 
Let N v ~ and W denote respectively the c xp  treatment-row, the ~: × q treatment-cohimn a d the 
p x q row-column incidence matrices where v, p and q denotes the numbers of treatments, rows and 
columns respectively. A general set-up is assumed in which the row-column classification may be 
non-orthogonal with k, h being the constant numbers of units in the rows and columns respectively, and r 
denotes the constant number of treatment replications. Let R, C, Q, o, y and r denote the column vectors 
of row totals, column totals, adjusted treatment totals, row effects, cohinm effects and treatment effects 
respectively, and 1 denote a column vector of l's of appropriate order. Let, 
A = rl - Nv~q'/k, B' = N 2 - N~W/k, (2.1) 
Z=hI -  W'W/k ,  F=A-B 'Z  B. 
Then, following Agrawal (1966) we have 
1 (2.2) t21 +t3 = ~-{ R -  WZ-(C-  W'R /k -B?)  Ul'~ ), 
~[=Z (C-W'R/k  B4), 4 -F  Q. (2.3) 
The variance of the estimated response ~jl is then obtained using the relation, 
V(l~,,,) = V(/2 + ~,) + V('~j) + V(4,) + 2 Cov(/~ + Pk, "~/) 
+2 Cov(/~ + t3,, "~,) + 2 Cov('~;, 4i). (2.4) 
3. Designs with orthogonal row-column classification 
For row-column designs with orthogonal row-colunm classification W = l 1', and the various dispersion 
matrices D(.) for this case other than the common factor o 2, are conveniently presented in Table 1. The 
variance of the estimated response ~]jl given by (2.4) can then be obtained using Table 1. The design will 
be robust if the variance is constant for all possible values of i, j and l. 
General conclusions are possible in the class of variance balanced esigns for which N(,rV) = d 11' where 
d is an integer. This condition implies that each row has d treatments in common with each column: For 
variance balanced esigns F = qpl where q~ is a scalar. The dispersicm matrices for this case are given in 
the third column of Table 1 where coefficients of the various terms have been omitted since they do not 
affect the objective. It can then be verified that the class of variance balanced esigns with N(N 2 = d 11' 
are robust. 
If d= r then the designs has the property of adjusted orthogonality introduced by Eccleston and 
Russell (1975, 1977). These constitute an important class of designs. Raghavarao and Shah (1980) gave 
some such designs. Recently John and Eccleston (1986) introduced row-column a-designs having the 
property of adjusted orthogonality. Clearly, all such variance balanced esigns are robust. 
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Table 1 
Dispersion matrices (excluding coefficients) when row-colunm classification is orthogonal 
October 1987 
(-) D(-) D(. ) for the balanced case 
1 
fil+~5 ~( I+ 1 , N 1 F N 1 ) N 1N( 
1 1 211, ) N2N2, -~(I+~N'F ]~- 
,~ F I 
1 , N[ ~1-'-~, ~ -~NIF 
-~, ,~ - ~ ' -  N~ 
Kshirsagar's (1957) design in 9 treatments, r = 4, k = h = 6, all Latin square and Youden square 
designs and extended Youden square designs of Shrikhande (1951) are robust since they all are variance 
balanced and satisfy the property of adjusted orthogonality. 
4. Designs with balanced column-row classification 
Since the row-column classification may not be orthogonal always, in this section the robustness of 
those designs is studied in which the column vs row classification is variance balanced. A generalized 
inverse of Z may then be chosen as ~vl where ~v is a scalar. The various components of (2.4) are given in 
the second column of Table 2. As before, coefficients of the various terms have been omitted without any 
loss of generality. The matrices appearing there are defined below. 
A 1 = I+ W( I+ N2'F-(N 2 -  N1W ) - W' ( l -  N (F -N] )W} W'  
+( I+ WW')N(F  U t - WN~F-N 1, 
A2=I+ W'( I+Nt 'F -N1)W+N/F  (N2-N1W) ,  
A3=WW'{W+N/F - (N  ~ N1W)} W( I+N~F (N2-~]W)+N'F  (N2-NtW) ,  
A 4 = WN2'F- - ( I + WW'  ) NI'F-, A 5 = W'N(F  - N2'F . 
In  general, the robustness of a variance balanced row-colunm design with balanced column-row 
classification will need to be established by computing the matrices A i. Two known series of robust 
designs are identified below. 
Table 2 
Dispersion matrices (excluding coefficients) when column vs row classification is balanced 
(.) D(.) I)1(-) D2(') D3(') 
~1+~ A 1 I+11 '  N'N 1 +11' + N1N (
-~ A 2 1+11' I+11'  l+ l l '  
? F 1 1 I 
/21 + ~, -~ A 3 11' N'  11' + N( 
/21 + ,& ¢ A 4 0 N'  11' + N( 
i, "~ A 5 0 I+11 '  1+11' 
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( i) A standard Latin square design with all diagonal elements missing is robust as can be verified using 
the dispersion matrices Dr(.) given in Table 2. For this design N 1 -N2  = W= 11 ' - I .  
(ii) Consider the series of designs obtained using Method 2 of Agrawal (1966) for which N t = 11' - N, 
N2 = 11' - I and W-  N' ,  where N is the incidence matrix of the BIB design having parameters ~? = 2k, 
b = 2(2k - 1), r = ~?- 1, k, X = k - 1. The various dispersion matrices D2(- ) for this series of designs are 
given in Table 2. Observe that since N 2 = 11' - 1, only the off diagonal elements of the matrix A 5 will 
appear in the expression (3.4). It can then be verified that the designs in this class are robust. 
A new series of variance balanced esigns is defined in the following theorem. The designs of this series 
are robust also as discussed below. 
Theorem. I f  the treatment-row, treatment-column and column-row classifications in a row-column design are 
t,ariance balanced such that N 1 = W ' and b~ = 11' - I, then the design is eariance balanced. 
Corollary. A necessary condition for the existence of a design of  the theorem is that a BIB design having 
parameters v, b = p, r = ~, 1, k, )~ = k l should exist. 
The dispersion matrices D3(.) for the series of designs given in the theorem are also presented in Table 
2. Again. since l'~ = 11 ' -  1, we only need to consider the off-diagonal elements of As. It can thus be 
verified that the designs in this class are robust. 
Example. The following 12 × 9 balanced design in 9 treatments, r = 8, k = 6, h = 8 which belongs to the 
series of the theorem is robust. The design estimates each normalized contrast with a variance 0.1389 o 2. 
- 3 2 6 4 8 7 - 
3 1 7 8 - 4 5 - 
2 1 - 5 4 8 - 6 - 
5 6 7 - 1 2 3 
5 - 3 7 6 9 8 
6 8 - 1 9 4 7 
7 8 9 - 1 2 5 
8 9 6 3 - 1 2 
4 7 9 1 2 - 3 
- 5 8 9 2 3 4 
9 - 4 3 6 5 - - 1 
- 4 - 2 7 9 5 - 6 
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